
I I-C. OIL HANDLING FACILITIES

l. INTRODUCTION

An extensive network of oil handling facilities has developed, over
the years, to receive, transfer and distribute the enormous volume of petroleum
products transported on Puget Sound. This section presents an overview on the
operations of these facilities. To obtain first hand information, several
members of the study team visited a number of locations. Comparative analysis
of oil spill prevention and control techniques at these plants is deferred
until Section III-C, Part 4, wi.th detailed discussion on each site documented
in Appendix l. A location study of the significant oil handling facilities
in and around Puget Sound is also included in this section to point out the
relative geographic concentrations of oil operations.

Oil handling facilities are of two main classes, distribution centers
and refineries, although some could perform both functions. The products
they handle range from heavy fuel oil to diesel fuel, aviation fuel, and the
various grades of gasoline. Appendix 14 includes a glossary of terms on the
various petroleum products. A distributio~ center receives the refined pro-
ducts by barge, pipeline, railroad tank car, or tanker and stores the products
in their storage tanks. Then, the products are distributed to various dealers
and customers, either by pipeline  for example, there is a pipeline going
from the Shell Oil Company's Harbor Island facil.ity to Seattle-Tacoma Inter-
national Airport! or by directly fueling ships at the distribution fac.ility.
As an example, all the Washington State Ferries are fueled at Shell's Harbor
Island facility, and most other distribution facilities can bunker tugs.
Two other methods of distributing the oil are by tr~ck and by barge. One
other type of facility is the marine service station, which fuels small
pleasure boats.

For purposes of this study, the only difference between a refinery
and a distribution facility is that the refinery only receives crude oil,
and a distribution center receives refined petroleum products. Nost of the
oil handling facilities in Puget Sound are distribution centers.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF DISTRIBUTION CENTER

The most noticeable feature of an oil handling facility is the tank

farm, an area within a large retaining wall which houses the oil storage

tanks. Typically, these tank farms can contain from 1 to 60 tanks, with

a capacity of from 20,000 to 2,000,000 barrels per farm. The retaining

walls are necessary to contain any spill or leakage from a tank. Pipelines

feed from the tank, through the retaining wall, to the pier. Normally, there

is a valve on the pipeline at the tank, and a manifold network of pipelines

leading from the tank valve to the retaining wall. The manifold network of

pipelines makes it possible to pipe one product per pipeline from the tank

farm to the pier. Within the tank farm there is usually an oil-water

separator system  a gravity separator!. This is a cement- or steel-lined

pit which is filled with waste oil, or filled by the storm drain system.

The water, being heavier, sinks to the bottom of the pit and is passed

through some oil absorption material on its way to the sound. The oil is

skimmed off the top and either burned at the facility, sent back to the re-

finery, or sold to an oil reclaiming organization.

Another major feature of an oil handling facility is the pier, with its

array of pipelines and valves. These pipelines, one per product, have a

number of different valves on it. There usually is a valve located along

the pipeline as it runs to the pier; this is to prevent oil spillage in the

event of damage to the pier. At the end of the pipeline there is another

valve called a header or riser valve. At this valve the oil transfer hose

is connected. There can also be check valves  one way flow valves! in the

pipeline and relief valves  to account for the effect of thermal expansion!

around the other valves. Beneath the riser or header valves is a trough

catch oil dripping from the hose connection. Some facilities use drip pans

or buckets for this purpose.

Since oil handling facilities transfer oil by means other than barge

or tanker, there are fill. stands for loading trucks, and railroad tank car

handling areas. To keep these oil transfer areas supplied with oil, addition

pipelines are needed, and to keep the oil flowing there must be pumps loca
along the pipeline. The pumps are either electric motor operated or steam
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powered. At or near the pumps there is normally another set of valves.
Same valves are ~otor controlled which will allow the operator to close the

va]ve very quickly. Also, there are remote control valves, which can be

closed f rom a place other than at the valve. Some f acilities have storage

tanks uphill from the pier, making it possible to use gravity flow when

f ill ing a barge ~

3, POTENTIAL ORIGI.NS OF OIL SPILLS

At first glance, the oil transfer procedure may appear quite simple'-

just connect up the hoses, open a few valves, and turn on the pumps. But,

to do this safely and economically requires a rather rigid set of instructions

which must be followed; otherwi.se, the direct consequences of an oil spill

must be confronted. Five potential spill areas have been identified.

These areas are:

l. The vessel receiving or discharging oil.
2. The transfer connections:

a. the barge valves,
b. the hoses,
c. the header or riser valve.

3. The pier.'

4. The pipeline between the pier and the tank.

5. The tank farm:

a. the retaining wall,
b. the pumps, and
c. the manifold and valves.

Ta activate a comparative analysis of different oil transfer operations,

eleven locations were visited. The selection basis was a combination of

randomness and convenience. The sites visited were:
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l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

a. the pipeline on the pier,
b. the valves  relief, check or bleeder!.

ARCO, Pier ll, Harbor Island.
ARCO Refinery, Cherry Point.
Manchester Naval Installatian.

Mobil Oil Refinery, Ferndale.
Phillips Petroleum, Pier 33, Seattle.
Shell Oil Company, Pier 19, Harbor Is'1and.
Shell Oil Refinery, Anacortes.
Standard Oil of California, Pier 32, Seattle.



9. Standard oil of California, Point Wells, Richmond Beach.
lO. Union Oil Dock, Pier 71, Elliott Bay.
11. Union Oil Company Pier, Edmonds.

The procedures at most of the facilities are very similar, and oi.l
facilities have a lot of operations in common. Some of the similarities
found within Puget Sound's oil industry are:

l. All facilities handle a variety of products and have their own
special color code in addition to the universal color code. For
instance, red painted valves are used for gasoline, but. to dis-
tinguish between the various grades of gasoline the facilities
have made slight changes in color to these valves on gasoline

pipelines.

2. Night operations are common practice so the piers are lighted.
These lights are the primary visual aid used at n'ight to detect
an oil spill, though none of them hang out over the water. No
other means are available to detect an oil spill.

3. No weather problems occur except occasional adverse current

conditions during docking.

4. The larger facilities have the capability to clean out ship 's
ballast tanks and to purge their fuel tanks, plus the ability to
store the waste products. What to do with waste oil remains a

problem at most facilities.

5. All facili.ties have similar valving systems:

a, a tank valve,

b. a header or riser valve,

c. at least one more valve in between, and

d, few remote controlled valves.

6. Hoses are used to make the connection between the barge valve and
the header or riser valve.

7. Oil is transferred by pumping it, although gravity flow is possible.

8. Fuel lines are left full to counter the problem of pipe corrosion.
9. Few check-off sheets are used.

10. The requirements set forth by the Coast Guard are well followed.
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Only two facilities in Puget Sound have the capability to do a reasonable
job of cleaning up an oil spill. Both are located on Harbor Island in
Seattle. The first is the Puget Sound Tug and Barge Company with their

Marine Oil Pick-Up Service  MOPS! . The second is the Shell Oil Company

facility.

MOPS has made available their oil spill response plan to Puget Sound's
oil industry, while the Shell oil spill plan is designed to clean up a small
spill on their dock, or resulting from damage to one of their trucks when on
the road. Their oil spill plan is an adequate in.itial step. They have, on
hand and readily deployabl.e, the basic equipment needed, including 300 feet

of an oil containment boom on their pier which can be deployed through rollers
at the end of their pier, and a 16-foot boat to handle the boom and their

absorbent material. Their plan to clean up any spill on the road is to
rapidly deploy three pallers of cleanup equipment to the spill site.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF OIL HANDLING FACILITIES

There are 77 bulk oil handling facilities in and around the waters of
2,3,4Puget Sound based on a study by the Army Corps of Engineers. ' ' These

facilities receive and ship various petroleum products in addition to bunker-
ing larger and smaller vessels. They are primarily located in the metropolitan

areas of Bellingham, Everett, Seattle, Tacoma, and Olympia. Exception to the
case are the Sandy Point, Cherry Point and March Point areas. Fueling of
small vessels, especially pleasure boats is also available at marine service

5
stations. There are over 100 such stations scattered throughout Puget Sound.

Tables II-Cl through Il-C6 list the oil handling facilities in each

of the six subzon.es of Puget Sound, as defined in Section II-A of this report.
For each subzone, the number of f acilities, storage capacity, and important

operatio~ are drawn. These are pictorially represented in Figure II-Cl
through II-C6. Marine service stations are shown separately on both the

tables and figures.

Details of military an.d other federal government oil handling facilities
were not available for this report. But, one publication listed five naval
facilities in Puget Sound and these are noted on the figures. They are
located in subzones 4, 5, and 6.
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TABLE II-C2: LOCATION OF OIL HANDLING FACILITIES � SUBZONE 2
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TABLE II-C3: LOCATION OF OIL HANDLING FACILITIES � SUBZONE 3
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TABLE II-C4: LOCATION OF OIL HANDLING FACILITIES � SUSZONE 4
2,3,4
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TABLE II-C5: LOCATION OF OIL HANDLING FACILITIES � SUBZONE 5
2,3,4
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TABLE II-C6: OIL HANDLING FACILITIES � SUBZONE 6

 All Narine Service Stations!

S. Arm Hood Canal

Central Hood Canal

N. Arm Hood Canal

Dabob Bay

TOTAL
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See Section III-B Part 2, for a critique on the MOPS plan.

2
Corps of Engineers, The Ports of Port An eles, Anacortes, Everett,

3 Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, The Ports of Tacoma, Gra s Ilarbor, and
pp ~ 40-41, 76, 96.

4
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, The Port of Seattle, Washin ton, PortSeries ff36, Part 2, U .S . Government Office, 1964, pp. 93-95 '

5
Puget Sound Task Force, Pleasure Boatin Stud, Pu et

Waters, 1968, pp. 26-33.
6

Stud of E ui ment and Methods for Removin Oil from Harbor Waters,Batteii e Memorial Institute, August 26, 1969, report no . CR. 70. OOI, p . A-12 .
7

Port Series f735, p. 52, and Port Series f/36, p. 119. For the Seattlearea, the number of facilities having barges for bunkering vessels totaledsix, and each barge had a different capacity. Since the deployment of thesebarges was unknown, the total storage capacity of the six barges was
proportionally allotted to each facility.
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